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FROM THE

Image credit: Mobility Pavilion Expo-2020-Dubai-blooloop

DESK OF...

Ritesh Singh
General Manager
LATICRETE Middle East and Africa

I

hope everyone had a blessed and safe Eid with your loved
ones.

In the second quarter of 2021, we received an overwhelming
amount of positive feedback from our customers for the new and
improved flooring products. We as a team feel truly grateful to
be able to satisfy your construction needs.
I am excited to announce that LATICRETE products are now
available in almost all retail shops and e-commerce platforms.
You can easily shop our products from the comfort of your homes
or from your nearest retail shops. The LATICRETE team has
worked tirelessly to make this possible.
On another exciting note, LATICRETE will be celebrating its 65th
year in 2021! I am truly delighted to be a part of the LATICRETE
family. I would like to sincerely thank all our wonderful
customers for trusting us and continuing to choose us. I would
also like to extend my heartfelt gratitude to the LATICRETE team
members for your dedication.
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As we all know, the Expo countdown has already begun.
Hosting Expo 2020 at a time when many of the world’s most
advanced economies are entering a Covid-19 recovery phase
provides Dubai with an “enviable springboard” for cross-sector
reinvigoration, according to new research.
Guided by the original visitor target, it was estimated that the
six-month period in which Expo 2020 from October 1 takes
place would generate $6.2 billion in GDP, driven mainly by
consumer spending, primarily benefiting retail, hospitality, and
event operators.
More than 190 countries will participate in the Expo showcasing innovations around the themes of sustainability,
mobility, and opportunity.
I hope you stay safe and healthy and enjoy the rest of the year.
We, the team at LATICRETE Middle east and Africa are looking
forward to the upcoming exciting projects.
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NEWS & 		
EVENTS

New Team Members in MEA

#Welcome-To-LATICRETE-Family

ZARADEL ESTORES
Customer Service Rep.
UAE

SAMUEL OBARA
Quality Control Chemist
Kenya

SANFEER VALIYA VEETTIL
Technical Sales Executive
Qatar

SUKHJINDER SINGH
Logistics
UAE

NICODEMUS NYANG’ AU
Technical sales Executive
kenya

LINITH ODANKICHAL
Applicator -Samples
UAE

# OngoingProjects@LMEA

# ProjectReferences@LMEA

LATICRETE TSIS Installation System for 700 Bathroom Pods in Saudi Arabia
Project : Bathroom Pods for Hospital Group, Saudi Arabia.
Status : On Going
LATICRETE Systems: Waterproofing, Tile Adhesive and Grouts
Products: Hydro Ban® Waterproofing Membrane, 254 Platinum Tile Adhesive,
Permacolor Grout, and Spectralock® Pro Premium grout.
LATICRETE Rep. : Monir Malik Altayeb
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Large Slab Installation!
Project : Elevator Lobby,
Government of Dubai
Status : On Going
Type: Large Format Slab Installation
Product: LATAPOXY® 300 Adhesive.
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon

Floor Preparation For Carpet
Project : Carpet Floor, Dubai - UAE
Status : On Going
Type: Flooring
Product: LEVEL
LATICRETE Rep. : Francis Abreo

A Latafinish Guarantee!
Project : Wall Application- UAQ, UAE
Status : On Going
Type: Wall Finishes - Putty
Product: Latafinish Wall Putty
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon
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Mock Up
Project : Floor Tile Installation - Dubai
Status : Mock up and Training
Type: Large Format Tile Application
Product: 254 Platinum
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon

Ceramics tile over Fibre Pool
Project : Private Villa - Mohsina, Dubai
Status : Mock up and Training
Type: Tile Application
Product: 254 Platinum
LATICRETE Rep. : Swati Singh Jadon
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Mock Up
Project : Tecom Office - Dubai
Status : On Going
Type: Terrazzo Flooring
Product: LEVEL DL Plus (White)
LATICRETE Rep. : Francis Abreo

Hardscaping At Burj Al Arab
Project : Burj Al Arab Office - Dubai
Status : On Going
Type: Landscaping
Products: 3701 Fortified Mortar Bed,
LATAPOXY® 300, 254 Platinum,
SPECTRALOCK® Pro Premium Grout,
STONETECH® Bulletproof sealer
190 Sealer
LATICRETE Rep. : Hemant Patel
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Africa
We Move...
Lagos, Nigeria: Our partner Concrete Logistics
presented a demonstration van with tile and stone
application solutions. The mobile application service
station center can go to each project site to solve
the construction problems.
Concrete Logistics is a construction specialist
company focusing on concrete waterproofing,
concrete testing, and site de-watering.

Training Impact!

Kenya: A certified applicator contacted us after our training program and ordered 335 Premium, flexible cement-based
adhesives for the interior. Ideally for ceramics, porcelain, mosaic, and natural stone. The applicator experienced the
quality of the LATICRETE products, and they started to use them for their ongoing project.

LATICRETE flooring enhanced floor for a car showroom

Lagos Nigeria: A Beautiful Flooring Project done for a car showroom with LATICRETE Flake, which is part of LATICRETE High-Performance Flooring Solutions.
LATICRETE Flake is a multi-coat broadcast flake resinous coating system designed to provide a capable, terrazzo-like seamless flooring finish.
Available in standard as well as mica-chip blends.
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Africa
Trainings At Kenya
Conducted different training programs for contractors,
applicators, and retailers to enhance their knowledge,
skills, and confidence in LATICRETE Products.
Main focuses;
- Improve contractors performance
- Improve our Clients satisfaction
- Improve our Brand Awareness
- Increase Knowledge of our Products innovation
- Discussion on the Africa market to enhance the
contributions on LATICRETE® products, services, and
solutions.

Kenyan Retail Campaign.

As part of our retail campaign program, our team visited the market’s hardware
shops to ensure product awareness and create brand loyalty.

AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 27
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Global
Ribbon-cutting ceremony and filming of
our third factory in China!
On June 11th, 2021 our team in China held a ground breaking and
ribbon cutting ceremony of our 3rd factory in the LingYing Country,
Henan Province. The plant, once constructed will serve the northern
region of China by improving the logistics to the region for customers
and distributors.
The event was attended by the General Manager of LATICRETE
China, Jenny Fu along with the LATICRETE China management team,
representatives of the local municipality, and distributors.
“LATICRETE China is committed to building more plants to service its
customers more efficiently to realize the strong growth potential in
China." - Faisal Saleem, President & COO International Division.

A beautiful pool with LATICRETE Products!
Another pool project knocked out of the park by Jimmy Reed and his crew at
Rock Solid Tile, Inc.! Whoa!
Products used: HYDRO BAN®, LATAPOXY® 300 Epoxy Adhesive, LATAPOXY®
Waterproof Flashing Mortar and PERMACOLOR® Select NS grout (non-sanded).
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Global
Mosaic Art
This mosaic from artist, Jennifer Kuhns of JK Mosaic, LLC holds
a special place in the heart of Nat and Thelma Jackson who
are featured in the piece as well as in the community of Lacey,
Washington, USA. Their story is impressive - They have both worked
tirelessly to advocate for racial equity. The kicker is, Nat, in his mid70s, is called the “Jump Rope King” because he holds jump roping
records for his age category.
The mosaic was done via a grant from the Jordan Schnitzer Museum
of Art and will go on exhibit this Fall in Pullman, WA. After the exhibit
it will be installed as public art in the City of Lacey.
Project Details from Jennifer: “It is a 3' x 3' on Hydroblok. The
portrait was made on mesh using 257 Titanium thinset mortar, then
attached that to the board with 254 Platinum. I built the background
direct-method using 257 Titanium again.
I'm totally sold on the 257 Titanium - it's so creamy! I then used
SPECTRALOCK® 1 pre-mixed grout to grout the white area and
PERMACOLOR® Select grout with various different tints for the rest.”

A work of art
Louisville: Jonathan Stanton, Owner of Jonathan Stanton, Inc. does amazing custom work! Here’s an update from his office/conference room renovation.
The concept: It all started with building the office around the I-beams with the overhead cranes and tying in the desk with an industrial bridge concept and
the steel windows/doors. The wood on the left wall is reclaimed from Asian fishing boats and military ships. And of course the downtown Louisville mural
with the focus on the 2nd St bridge. The photography of the skyline was done by my talented friend Tim Blanchard from right here in Louisville. It’s an
office with an industrial feel...perfect for right off my warehouse.
Project details: The glass mural is 12’ tall and nearly 20’ wide with about 250,000 pieces of glass! The mural features the beautiful city of Louisville, KY
where I was born and raised and also where my shop is.
Products used: MULTIMAX™ Lite and grouted with SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Translucent Grout
AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 27
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RAIN
CAFE
LATICRETE® Decorative Solution
For Rain Cafe Coffee Shops in UAE!
Contractor: Gambit LLC
Location : Abu Dhabi & Al Ain - United Arab Emirates

(Hudayriat Island - Abu Dhabi, Yash Mall - Abu Dhabi, Al Jimmi
Mall - Al Ain.)
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FEATURE
FOCUS

The Background
RAIN CAFE is an F&B brand based in the heart of Abu
Dhabi since 2017. The Founder Mr. Mohamed Al Shehhi,
created a place to combine his passion for rain with
his love for coffee. From the highest quality sweets &
beverages to the interior decor & the lively ambiance,
Rain café promises a unique and memorable experience of
authentic coffee & the heavenly taste of sweets.
“The sound of raindrops & the coffee aroma, two life
pleasures that bring serenity, calmness, and peace to
AHLAN LATICRETE Newsletter - Ed. 27

your soul” is the motto of the Rain Cafe enshrined in the
literature. They guarantee a fantastic experience to those
who love rain and coffee.
Al-Ubaid, the operating manager of Rain Cafe, says, “the
atmosphere should be conducive to the taste of good coffee.
Perhaps the interior with a unique design will be an essential
factor for that environment.”
With the different ideas of the team Rain Cafe and the
contractor, Gambit, LATICRETE’s decorative leveler product
came to the scene to capture the beauty of this coffee shop.
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This project was led by Gambit Flooring LLC.
Originally from Ukraine, Gambit Flooring is a group
of flooring professionals, enthusiasts and creative
people. With more than 10 years of experience
all over the world their main idea is that true
decorative flooring is an art and it requires artists
to do it well. Gambit Flooring focus on the latest
technologies and work on rare and unique flooring
coatings.

The Challenge
One of the main challenges was the customer’s
desire to have a novel design and uniformity at all
coffee shops. The team introduced and approved
the product Level DL Plus, which comprises a
unique pattern of LATICRETE.
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The LATICRETE Solutions

The Outcome

LATICRETE team gave extensive technical support to
the applicators of GAMBIT LLC with one of the best
decorative leveler products, Level DL Plus White, which
is very strong and durable.

Francis Abreo, a member of the LATICRETE sales team,
worked with technical staff and the project team to ensure
excellence.”Collaborating with Mr. Oleg and the technical
experts of the Gambit project team was a great experience.
We provided various samples to meet the requirements of
the customer. Quality assurance activities were also done
sincerely.” Said, Francis.

Level DL Plus is a premium quality self-leveling, fastdrying, wear surface topping. It makes the designer’s
choice for attractive finished floors when polished,
integrally tinted or topically stained applications.
It is a polishable cement-based high quality, dualpurpose, self-leveling, interior wear surface topping that
can be accented with a wide variety of coloring systems
& finishes. It can be mixed with suitable aggregates for
decorative terrazzo finishes.
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The team Rain Cafe was impressed with the finishing, quality,
and design, and in recognition of this, has awarded as their
upcoming shop projects.
Now the coffee lovers can experience the flavor of coffee
in an entirely different environment of Rain Cafe with their
newly opened outlets at Hudayriat island - Abu Dhabi, Al
Jimmi Mall - Al Ain, and Yas Mall - Abu Dhabi.
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MOHANDIS
CORNER

The Manufacturers Role in
Ergonomics and Worker Health in
2021
Blog written by Arthur Mintie, Vice President Customer Experience, LATICRETE

Worker health and safety is and should be a top priority in the construction
industry. It is the contractors and installers that work with the products every
day, making the innovation of new products that are better for their health
and safety critically important. Demand for building solutions that are safe and
clean for the work environment and account for installer ergonomic effects is
higher than ever before. Combine these trends with a post-COVID rebounding
economy and we have a roadmap for how to navigate 2021 and the specific
opportunities it will present.

A Safe and Clean Work Environment
For manufacturers, making installations easier on the installer is a core focus
of new product design and innovation. For LATICRETE, this means evaluating
our solutions not just for their performance on the project outcome, but for
how they impact the health and safety of the workers who install our products
every day. We’ve progressively innovated products that contain no respirable
crystalline silica levels that exceed the OSHA action level.* Respirable silica is
often present in jobsites and is known to be harmful when inhaled.
Additionally, LATICRETE is committed to offering solutions that are low in
volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which are carbon-containing substances
that become vapors or gases and can be harmful to inhale in unhealthy
amounts. Because many construction materials already contain VOCs, such as
paints, coatings and adhesives, providing options that are low-VOC is a serious
focus for LATICRETE. Offering them will help to mitigate the overall effects of
VOCs and provide a cleaner environment for workers, residents and others
who are near the worksite.

Ergonomics and Lightweight Innovations
Ergonomics is another topic of consideration and one that LATICRETE has
taken a serious interest in, especially as it involves the weight of our products.
Ergonomics deals with the study of people in their working environment. And,
when it comes to building professionals and construction crews, it especially
has to do with the physical strain their bodies go through on a daily basis,
putting them at greater risk of musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs). MSDs affect
the muscles, nerves, blood vessels, ligaments and tendons and are at greater
risk of occurring with actions such as lifting heavy items, bending, reaching
overhead, pushing and pulling heavy loads, working in awkward body
postures and performing the same or similar tasks repeatedly, all of which are
commonplace in this industry. According to OSHA guidelines, employers are
responsible for providing a safe and healthy workplace for their workers.
Lighter weight products are no longer considered simply ‘nice to have’; they
are in demand because they are less of a hazard for workers and decrease
the weight of tile installation systems that are typically quite heavy. We’re
seeing an overall shift in the industry for lightweight alternatives for adhesives,
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shower backer board materials, shower installation systems and many other
product categories. Increasingly, manufacturers like LATICRETE are providing
lightweight solutions that don’t compromise the performance of well-known
installation materials. This can be beneficial for the installer and also have an
impact on the overall effectiveness of the worksite, speeding up installation
times and alleviating labor.

LATICRETE® Solutions
Examples of LATICRETE® products that contribute to better worker safety and
health include:
SPECTRALOCK® 1 is the industry’s first stain-proof, pre-mixed grout with epoxy
performance. This product meets many of the performance characteristics**
for epoxy grout and offers superior compression strength at 3,500 psi, with
an extremely fast curing rate so that customers can complete durable projects
in less time than ever before. It’s safe to use with low-VOC components, has
low odor and contains no epoxy resins.
3701 Lite Mortar and 3701 Lite Mortar R (Rapid) mortar fills an important
gap, becoming the first lightweight, rapid mortar in the industry. Both mortars
offer high performance characteristics and durability. 3701 Lite Mortar and
3701 Lite Mortar R have carefully selected polymers, Portland cement and
lightweight aggregates. They contain no respirable crystalline silica levels that
exceed the OSHA action level.* Additionally, the formula does not require the
use of a latex admixture, only water and they have excellent performance in
vertical and overhead applications such as concrete repairs or wall renders.
LATICRETE® SELECT-BOND™ is an industry-first tile and stone adhesive system
that can reduce a distributor’s adhesives inventory pallet space by 65%
and helps ensure an installer always has the right adhesive for the job. It is
a green and low-VOC installation system that helps to lower shipping and
inventory costs (therefore gaining efficiencies in the supply chain) by using
one base adhesive and using smaller ‘kits’ to tailor the characteristics of the
adhesive mortar. The polymer modified adhesive can be used for both thin bed
and Large Heavy Tile applications. To increase the versatility and enhance the
performance of LATICRETE SELECT-BOND, users can add one of these optional
adhesive system kits: non-sag, rapid cure or high performance to meet ANSI
A118.15 requirements.
Through the next year and many years to come, LATICRETE is focused on
innovating solutions that contribute to better worker health and safety while
offering lightweight options that don’t compromise on performance.
*OSHA action level set forth in OSHA’s Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS)
standard for construction, 29 CFR 1926.1153, as certified by an independent
laboratory to be below the OSHA action level for respirable crystalline silica see www.laticrete.com/silica
**Meets or exceeds ANSI A118.3 specific test designation 5.6
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LATICRETE MEA
MOBILE APP

Scan to download

“YOU HAVE
THE SOLUTIONS
AT YOUR
FINGERTIPS…”
Download and
Experience Now

Surface Preparation
Waterproofing
Sound Control Mat
Adhesives
Grouts
Cleaners and Sealers
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